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We begin with a decision-theoretic investigation into confidence sets that minimize expected volume at a given parameter value.
Such sets are constructed by inverting a family of uniformly most powerful tests, and hence they also enjoy the optimality property
of being uniformly most accurate. In addition, these sets possess Bayesian optimal volume properties and represent the first case (to
our knowledge) of a frequentist 1 - a confidence set that possesses a Bayesian optimality property. The hypothesis testing problem
that generates these sets is similar to that encountered in bioequivalence testing. Our sets are optimal for testing bioequivalence in
certain settings; in the case of the normal distribution, the optimal set is a curve known as the limacon of Pascal. We illustrate the
use of these curves with a biopharmaceutical example.
KEY WORDS: Bayes estimation; Decision theory; Frequentistestimation; Hypothesis testing;Uniformly most accurate;Uniformly
most powerful.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The construction of good set estimates of a parameter,
both frequentist and Bayesian, has long been a goal of statisticians. The formalizationof "good" set estimates is usually
in terms of some measure of the size of the set, often taken
to be the volume of the set. Alternatively, the size of the set
can be measured by its probability of false coverage. Thus
if C(x) is a set estimate of a parameter 0, then P0(OE C(X))
is the probability of true coverage, whereas P0(0' E C(X)),
0 =$ 0', is the probability of false coverage.
The false coverage of C(x) can be related to its volume
through the Ghosh-Pratt identity (Ghosh 1961; Pratt 1961),
E0vol(C(X)) =

f

P0(O'E C(X)) dO',

(1)

but this has rarely been used in establishing volume optimality. An exception is the work of Cohen and Strawderman
(1973).
Equation (1) illustrates that possession of an optimal expected volume is a somewhat stronger property than possessing optimal false coverage probabilities,because expected
volume can be regarded as a sum over all false coverages.
Because admissibility with respect to expected volume implies admissibility with respect to false coverage probability,
a procedure with optimal expected volume will have attractive false coverage properties. But the converse is not true.
As domination of false coverage probabilities ties directly
into testing theory, where much is known about optimality,
we find many cases where set estimates with optimal false
coverage properties do not have optimal volume properties.
For example, the usual multivariate normal confidence set
cannot be uniformly dominated in false coverage, but it can
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be dominated in volume (see Casella and Hwang 1983 or
Shinozaki 1989).
There is, however, an instance in which false coverage and
volume are equivalent. That is, when there is interest in producing a procedure that is optimal at some point in the parameterspace. Thus, if there is interest in minimizing volume
at a parameter value 0 = 0*, then this can be accomplished
by minimizing all of the false coverages at 0 = 0*. Doing so
brings the construction of optimal volume confidence sets
back into a Neyman-Pearson testing setup.
At first it may seem surprising that one can construct a
confidence set that has optimal size at 0 = 9* while maintaining a nominal coverage probability for all parameter values. But this problem is a version of what was solved by
Sterne (1954) in the binomial case (see also Crow 1956).
For X
binomial(n, p), Sterne proposed to construct a
confidence set for p by inverting acceptance regions composed of the fewest X values necessary to have a rejection
region with prespecified size a. He noted that such a set
minimized the sum of the n + 1 lengths. It turns out that
such a construction, which is a Neyman-Pearson-type construction, will yield sets of minimum volume at 0 = 0*.
Interestingly, there is another aspect to the construction
outlined here. We see that the process of minimizing the
expected volume at a value 0 = 9* can also be used to minimize a Bayesian expected volume; that is, an expected volume integrated over a prior distribution. Thus our construction gives a frequentist confidence set (one that maintains a
nominal coverage probability) that optimizes a Bayesian
measure of volume.
In Section 2 we formalize the decision-theoretic problem
and establishan optimality theorem in the frequentistsetting.
We also consider the normal case in detail, where the lima9on
of Pascal appears. In Section 3 we connect these results to
the Bayesian formulation and show how to construct optimal
frequentist/Bayes intervals. We address the unknown variance case in Section 4, where we see that the known variance
optimality results can be generalized to this case. In Section
5 we discuss the connections to the problem of bioequivalence testing and also present an example of inferences from
? 1995 American Statistical Association
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bioequivalence confidence sets based on the limacon. Finally,
we provide some observations and conclusions in Section 6.
2.
2.1

Case

a > b

1:
0

THEFREQUENTIST
INTERPRETATION

A General Formulation

Let X have continuous density (for convenience) ft( 10)
with respect to Lebesgue measure. Given that we observe X
= x, we set up a confidence set for 0. This set, C(x), may
be a randomized set, and has inclusion probability
PO0E C(x) Ix) = 9(P Ix);

(2)

that is, p(0 Ix) is the probability of including the value 0 in
the set when x is observed. For nonrandomized sets, <p(0Ix)
= I(0 E C(x)), the indicator function of the set C(x). (Randomized rules are included only for completeness of the theory, as they should never be recommended in practical applications.) Note also that 0 need not be a scalar. Indeed, the
real usefulness of the procedures developed here are for the
vector parameter case, as is illustrated later.
The volume of the set C(x), vol(C(x)), with respect to
Lebesgue measure is given by

vol(C(x))

= f

0
LO

p(tIx) dt,

1.0

0.5

0.0

1.0

0

CD
0

(3)

Case

with expected volume
E0vol(C(X))

0.5

a < b

2:
0

vol( C(x))f( x I0) dx.

=

(4)
0

Besides calculating (4) as a measure of size, it is usual to
calculate the frequentistcoverage probabilityof the set C(x);
that is,

f

PN(&EC(X))=

p(0Ix)f(xI0)dx.

0
LO~

(5)

A standardfrequentistrequirementis to have this coverage
probability greater than some nominal level, say 1 - a, for
all values of 0. Subjectto that constraint,we seek to minimize
the expected volume of C(x) at a selected value of 0. Without
loss of generality we take 0 = 0 and, to avoid trivial pathologies, 0 < a < 1. Thus the problem of interest becomes

1.0

0

0.5

E

C(X))

? 1-

a

V 0.

1 0

LC)

over all confidence sets C(x), minimize Eovol(C(X))
subject to P(0

0.5

0

(6)

Before stating and proving a formal theorem, note that
of Pascal r = a + b cos d. If a < b, the limaqon
Figure 1. The
specifying 0 = 0 in the volume requirement, which puts a has an inner loop,Limaqon
which does not occur in the confidence set. The conparticular importance on this value, makes one think of a fidence set {0: 101< Za + Ix Icos f3} is in effect a "positive-part"limaqon.
hypothesis testing formulation. But the formulation of a hypothesis test that is equivalent to (6) is not entirely straightforward, for the specified value 0 = 0 will become part of
i{' = 1 iff(xIO) > k(Oo)f(xI00),
the alternative hypothesis, rather than the null hypothesis.
= 0 otherwise,
(This is because calculation of the expected volume at 0
= 0 is equivalent to a power calculation.)
for which E00(a00(X)) = a. Using inclusion probabilities as
Consider testing
specified in (2), define a confidence set C* with
H0:6=60

whereX

f( *

versus H1:=0=

(7)

60). The most powerful(Neyman-Pearson
)

size aetest is given by a rejection rule satisfying

0*(6Ix)

= 1-

1t'(X).

(8)

It is this confidence set that solves the problem in (6 ). Note
that in the usual nonrandomized case, the confidence set is
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Figure 2. Two-Dimensional Limacon (Solid Lines) and Usual Confidence Sphere (Dashed Lines) for Four DifferentData Points: (a) x =(O, O);(b) x
=(2, .5); (c) x = (4, 2); (d) x = (10, 7). The confidence sphere has a constant radius, while the limaqon enlarges as the data move away from the
origin. (Note that the four graphs have different scales to accommodate this.)

C*(x) = {0: f(xI0) >f(xIO)/k(0)}.

(9)

Theorem2.1. LetX '-ff(. 10),andlet d*(O x) be given
by (8). The confidenceset C*(x) minimizesthe expected
volume at 0 = 0 amongall 1 - a confidencesets.
Proof: The proof is based on the Ghosh-Prattidentity
(Ghosh 1961;Pratt1961) and can be foundin Pratt'spaper

(alongwiththe one-dimensionalnormalexample).We have
for any confidenceset C(x),
Eovol(C(X)) =

vol(C(x))f(xIO) dx

- X I y(0 Ix) d6f(x I0) dx,
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where p(0Ix) is the probability that 0 is included in C(x)
when x is observed. Interchanging the order of integration
gives

Eovol(C(X)) =

f

= f

f

sP(0Ix)f(x I0) dx dO

1(0E
o

C(X)) d.

(10)

The integrand in ( 10) is the probability of false coverage,
which is minimized, subject to (6), by the uniformly most
accurate set C*(x), which in turn produces the minimum
expected volume.
It should be noted that any weighted volume measure can
be used and Theorem 2.1 would remain valid. That is, if we
measure the expected size of a set C(x) by

[f(0I x)v(O)d0]f(xIO)dx,

=
EO[size(C(X))]

(11)
where v(*) > 0 is some weight function, then C*(x) of (8)
minimizes ( 11) over all 1 - a confidence sets.

2.2

The Normal Case

To better understand the behavior of C*(x), we look at
it more closely in the normal case. If X has a p-variate normal
N
distribution, X
I), then for the hypothesis test (7)
Np(0,
we would reject Ho if
e-(Il

/2)1 XI 2

e-(I/2)1X-0012

>

k(0o)

x'xo < k*(00),

to the set. (The limacon is actually a generalization of the
cardiod, a "heart-shaped" polar curve.) As x tends toward
infinity, the limacon again becomes more like a sphere. In
higher dimensions, the limacon shape is retained. If we graph
a higher-dimensional limacon by identifying the x axis with
the data x, and using j3 as the angle between 0 and x, then
the boundary of the set (12) will resemble the limacon in
Figure la. The remainder of the set is then generated by
rotating the limaqon about the x axis.
Notice that C*(x) has coverage probability b(a) regardless
of the dimension of the problem. In one dimension some
further simplifications can be made. Here we have W
= IXIsgn(0X) - n(0 1, 1), and
C*(x) ={0:

Ixlsgn(Ox)2 101-a}

={0: min(O,x-a)<0<max(O,x+a)}.

(13)

The 90% confidence interval has a = 1.28 and is equal to x
? 1.28 for small Ix I. The usual two-sided 90% confidence
interval is x ? 1.645. Thus C*( x) is narrowerthan the usual
interval for small values of x, but wider for larger values.
Figure 3 compares C*(x) with the usual one-dimensional
interval.
As mentioned before, the one-dimensional C*(x) was first
derived by Pratt ( 1961), who also discussed the connection
with the Sterne-Crow intervals for a binomial success probability (Crow 1956). But the interval ( 13) has other histories.
It is strongly connected with the application of bioequivalence testing, which will be discussed in Section 5. In a differentcontext, the intervalemerged in the work of Hsu ( 1981,
1984), who derived the interval in the context of a multiple
decision problem, where one is interested in confidence in-

where k*(00) is chosen to give the test size a. Thus the
confidence set is C*(x) = {0: x'0 2 k*(0)}. To evaluate the form of k*( 0), we use the fact that W = 0'X/I101
, n( I0 1, 1), regardless of the dimension of X. Then for
0 * 0, the coverage probability is

90% Confidence
Limits
-One
Dimension-

Po(0 E C*(X)) = P0(X'0 2 k*(0))
= P(I0I W? k*(0))

fork*(0)=

= b(a)

/X~~~~/

oz]

(10 -a), where b(* ) is the standard normal
cdf. Choosing a = -1(1 - a) yields a 1 - a confidence

///

0

I -

interval.
We next look more closely at the shape of C*(x) and
write x'0 = Ixl IIOcos i, where cos i = x'0/lxl 101 and f
is the angle between x and 0. Then in the normal case the
optimal confidence set is
C*(x) = {0: 101< a + Ixlcos30}.

v/
/

cs /
I /

(12)

The boundary of this set is the main lobe of a curve known
as the limacon of Pascal, a curve often used in mathematics
courses to illustrate polar coordinate techniques. (The limacon was actually studied by Etienne Pascal, the father of
the famous Blaise Pascal; see Archibald 1900.) The limacon
is shown in Figure 1 (p. 881), and the confidence set ( 12) is
graphed in Figure 2 for various values of x when p = 2. It is
interesting to note that when x = 0 the set is a sphere, but
as x moves away from zero there is a distinct nonconvexity

/~~/

/

Ct'

,,
/

/

//

/

//

/I

-4

, I

/

-2

0

1

2

3

4

5

Figure3. Comparisonof C*(x)(Solidlines)of (13) Withthe Usual90%
ConfidenceInterval(DashedLines).
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tervals for the distance from the best mean. (A short discussion of C*(x) and some of its properties can be found in
exercise 9.31 of Casella and Berger [ 1990 ].)
The expected volume, at 0 = 0, can also be evaluated for
C*(x). Because C*(x) = {0: 101 < w + a}, where W

n(0 1, 1), we have
Eovol(C*(X))

I(0 E C*(x))f(xIO)

= f[f

X{ Xt@/

@

8

1

atx0)Iff(Ix

fx:x'0i101?-101 -a}

=

4J

(a -

dx] dO

Eovol(C*(X))

p2
ir

p/2

(14)

00

Ja

rP14?(a - r) dr

(a

P(p/2 + 1) J-oo2

1- a

[EovolC*(X)]I/P

1
1
1
3
3
3
10
10
10

.90
.95
.99
.90
.95
.99
.90
.95
.99

2.66
3.33
4.66
2.03
2.36
3.01
2.35
2.58
3.04

[Eovol(CO(X))]'P

Ratio

.809
.849
.905
.504
.524
.552
.535
.550
.575

3.29
3.92
5.15
4.03
4.50
5.45
4.39
4.69
5.29

- f(x Io) versus HI: X - f(xI0). In the Bayesian formulation, the minimizing set is constructed from the test
Ho: X - f(x IO)

versus HI: X - m,(x),

where m,( x) = fe f( x 0) 7r(0 ) dO.Thus the confidence set
is given by

(17)

where k(O) is chosen so that P0(OE C* (x)) = 1 - a. We
have the following theorem

p
(15)

Note that ijpP/2/F(p/2 + 1) is the volume of a p-sphere of
radius 1, so the pth root of the integral in ( 15 ) is effectively
the radius of the set. For p = 1, we can write

Eovol(C*(X)) = 2[ai(a)

p

C*(x) = {: f(x I0) > m,(x) /k(O)}

t)P e1t2/2

-

Table 1. Effective Volume (pth Root of Expected Volume) of C*(x)
and CO(x),the Usual Confidence Sphere

dx] da

I01)dO,

I

1995

)d]d

where the last equality follows from the fact that for X
N(O, I), X'0/ 101 N(O, 1) for any nonzero 0. If we then
apply a polar transformation, we then have
p/2

September

0
v-(O), and C* (x)
Theorem 3.1. LetX -f(xI0),
be given by ( 17). The confidence set C* (x) minimizes the
expected Bayesian volume ( 16) among all 1 - a confidence
sets.

Proof For any confidence set C(x), we have

+ eI/]

but for other values of p the integral is harder to evaluate.
Table 1 gives some values of the pth root of Eovol(C*(x))
and, for comparison, the corresponding values for CO(x),
the usual confidence sphere.
Of course, for 0 * 0, Eovol(C*(X)) will grow larger than
Eovol(CO(X)) (which is constant in 0), the discrepancy increasingas 101increases.This is illustratedin Figure 2, which
compares realized values of the two sets for a variety of x
values. Note that the different graphs have different scales,
with the value of x at the center of the sphere.

INTERPRETATION
/ FREQUENTIST
3. THEBAYES

E,vol(C(X))

=

J [f

=f

vol(C(x))f(xI0)
vol(C(x))m,(x)

dx]ix(O) dO

dx.

Now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, with m,( x) in

place off( xIO).

For illustration, consider again the normal case X - N(O,
I) and 0 - N(O, T2I) . The marginal distribution of X is
N(O, (T2 + 1)I), and the confidence set is
Ct*(X)

(0:06-

T

X

'k*(O)

(18)

Interestingly, the same mathematical technique that produces the 1 - a confidence set of minimum expected volume
at a particular0 also minimizes the expected Bayesian volume

where ((T2 + 1)/T2)2k*(O) is the upper a critical point of
a noncentral chi-squared distribution with noncentrality pa1 where0 has a priordis- rameter 1012/T2. It can be shown that as 2 0, this set
usinga priorfor 0. If X - f( 10),
,00
tribution ir, then the expected Bayesian volume of a set C(x) reduces to C*(x) of the previous section and, as 2
is
this set approaches the usual sphere CO(x).

Ervol(C(X))

=

J [J vol(C(x))f(xI

0) dx]ir(0) dO.
(16)

We now seek to minimize ( 16), a Bayesian measure, among
all sets C(x) that satisfy the frequentist coverage probability
constraint,P0(6E C(X)) 2 1 - a.
In Section 2 the minimizing set was constructed from testing Ho: 6 = 60 versus H1: 6 = 0 or, equivalently, Ho: X

4.

TO THECASE
GENERALIZATIONS
OF UNKNOWNVARIANCE

The set C*(x) of (9) is optimal in cases where there are
no nuisance parameters,and the normal examples of Section
2.2 all reflect this. Of course, the more practical problems
usually involve nuisance parameters, and we now consider
that case. We restrict our discussion to the normal distribution with unknown mean and variance.
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With a sampleX1, . . , X, from n(0, a 2) with both parametersunknown,there are two ways of generalizingthe
procedureof Section2. The first,and perhapsthe more obvious, is to test the hypotheses
a->0

HO:0=00,

versus H1:0=0,

>0.

90% Confidence
-Noncentral

s)

0: min(0, x--

=

<

0

ta,n-I

< max(0, xT+ ta,n-l

for ,u/a

t Distribution-

(19)
C\2

Using a standardStudent'st test, this leads to intervalsof
the form
Ct(X,

Limits

)
%)},

(20)

where ta,nll is the upper a cutoff from Student's t distribution

with n - 1 degreesof freedom.It is straightforward
to verify
that C,(x, s) is a 1 - a confidenceinterval,althoughit does
not enjoythe sameoptimalitypropertiesas the interval(9).
Thisintervalwas alsoconsideredby Bofinger(1992) andby
Hsu, Hwang,Liu, and Ruberg(1994), althoughthey did
not investigateits optimality.We detailits exact optimality
later.
Forthis problem,it is naturalto consideronly confidence
sets relatedto the usual(scale-invariant)t tests of Ho. This
meansthat the inclusionprobabilitiesof the confidenceset
must be of the form
sO(0x
I XI,

Xn) =(

| 5).O

(21)

X~

>

-10

-6

-2

2

4

6

8

12

X/S
Figure 4. Comparison of Ct*of (24) Withthe Normal (Known o) Interval.
The dotted lines are the normal interval, and the noncentral t interval is
shown for 2 df (solid lines), 5 df (long dashed lines), and 20 df (short
dashed lines).

Note that the intervalsof (20) have this form.
Constructionof the intervalsgivenby (24) is actuallyquite
A second,perhapslessobviouswayof generalizingSection
straightforward,
exploitingmonotonicitypropertiesof both
2.2 is to modify the hypothesesof (7) by dividingby a to
the
and
distributionfunction of the noncentralt.
density
obtain
Note firstthatbecausef(t J7 ) hasmonotonelikelihoodratio,
the acceptanceregionof the test (22) (i.e., Ho: q versusH1:
versus H1: -=0,
(22)
Ho: -=7o
= 0O) is given by
where qo is a fixed constant. On defining q = 0/ a, we see

thatwe arereducedto consideringa one-parameter
problem.
In practicalterms,the hypotheses(22) are also quite interesting,becausethe "signal-to-noiseratio"i = 0/ a is often
of interest.Wewillseethat(22) leadsto a confidenceinterval
for i that is differentfrom any confidencesets for 0; in particular,differentfrom (20).
Forthe hypotheses(22), a reasonableinvariantprocedure
will be of the form
P(n IX,I. ,

Xn) = 5P(nIX/IS) X(23)

=

{t:t?k2( 7)}

if 71> OX
if 7<0,

wherek, and k2are increasingfunctionsto be determined.
Becausethe distributionfunction,F( tI71), is decreasingin
ii, an a-level test is constructedby solving
and F(t I kF-(t)) = 1 - a,
and setting nu(t) = ky1(t) and flL(t) = k2-j(t) yields
F(t I k-1(t)) = a

Ct*

with correspondingconfidenceintervalsgiven by
= { : f(x/s I n) 2 f(x/s I0)/k(n) },

A,7(t) = { t: t > k (71)}

(x/s)=

{ q: min(0,
< n < max(0,

flL(X/S))

1u(X/1s))}

(25)

Note thatthis constructionholdsin generalas long as the
satisfiessuitablemonotonicityconditions.Of course,
density
wheref(x-/ss J) is the noncentralt distributionwith nonis a 1 - a confidenceinterval,and it also follows
(x/s)
Ct*
centrality parameter i and n - 1 degrees of freedom. The
that the confidence interval (flL(t),
is a 1 - 2a interval.
0u(t))
functionk( q) is chosenso that C* is a 1 - a confidenceset;
For both the setupsleadingto ( 19) and (22), we can esthat is, so that the correspondingtests in (22) have level a.
Figure4 showsa plotoftheseintervals,alongwiththe normal tablishoptimalitypropertiesof the resultingconfidencesets.
to notethatthe resulting
(o-fknown)intervals.It is interesting
Theorem 4.1. Among all 1 - a confidencesets for 0 of
boundariesarecurved,in contrastto the straightline bound- the form (21), the intervals(20) minimize E0,~(vol(C(X,
ariesin the known ff case.
S)) for everyC2 > 0.
Ct*(xs)

(24)
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Proof As in the proofof Theorem2.1, use the Ghosh- maximumconcentration(Cmax)
within a specifiedtime pePrattidentityto write
riod aftertaking a drug. The interest(usually of pharmaceutical companies) is to demonstratethat the effectsare
equivalent,
yieldingmarketablebioequivalentdrugs.
S)))
=
Eo,,(vol(C(X,
Po,(0 E C(X, S)) d0.
An initial approachtaken to this problem, sometimes
= 0 versus
Among all 1 - a confidencesets of the form (21 ), the in- calledthe powerapproach,wasto testHo:AI-2
=
=
0
H1:
at
level
a
.05
and
declare
bioequivalence
A2
tegrandis minimizedfor each 0 by the Ct of (20), because
theseintervalscorrespondto mostpowerfullevela invariant if the test cannot be rejectedwith the estimatedpower at
least .8. This testingapproachwas criticizedby many statistests of the hypotheses( 19).
ticians,includingWestlake(1972) and Metzler(1974). In
Theorem 4.2. Amongall invariant1 - a confidencesets a numberof papers,Westlake(1972, 1974,1975,1976,1979)
for q = / a, the intervals (25) minimize Eo,(vol(C(X, S))).
and Metzler(1974) then proposedto constructa confidence
interval
for Al - A2. The confidenceintervalwouldbe used
Proof This followsfromTheorem2.1 upon takinginto
to
conclude
bioequivalencein the followingway. Given a
accountthe monotonelikelihoodratiopropertyof the nonprespecified
tolerance
A, usuallyset by a regulatoryagency,
centralt distribution.
would
be declaredif the confidenceinterval
bioequivalence
Withoutthe restriction(21 ), the confidenceintervals(20)
were
in [- A, A]. To usethisapproach,
completely
contained
arenot optimal.In fact,theyarenot evenadmissible,because
called
the
confidence
usually
approach,it it importantto
it is possibleto construct 1 - a confidenceintervalswith
decide
on
an
confidence
interval.Metzler(1974)
appropriate
smallerexpectedlengthforevery0 = 0, a > 0. Thisis possible
- a Student'st interval,whereas
1
proposed
using
the
usual
becausethe resultsof Brownand Sackrowitz( 1984) enable
constructionof level-a tests, SOBS(01X, S) of (19), whose Westlake(1972, 1976)constructeda different1 - a interval,
powerstrictlydominatesthatof the one-sidedt testsleading one that is symmetricaboutzero(unlikethe usualt interval
to (20). Consequently,this familyof criticalfunctionsleads which is symmetricabout the unbiasedpoint estimatorof
to intervalsCBSthat dominatethose of (20), as can be seen A- 2)A Injustifyinghis interval,Westlake(1981) explained
by applyingthe Ghosh-Prattidentity as in the proof of that usingthe "conventional1 - a confidenceintervalwith
a = .05 is undulyconservativesincethe probabilitythatthe
Theorem4.1.
interval
falls within the ?+ limits when the differencein
For each (0, a) the ( 1 - a) confidence intervals CBShave
A can be shownto be < a /2 or .025."
is
means
coverageprobabilityexceeding 1 - a, becausethe tests of
In
the
setting
of hypothesistesting,Westlake'scomment
Brown and Sackrowitzhave size smaller than a. But
translates
to
thatusingthe usual 1 - a t intervalleads
saying
inf{Po,,(0 E CBS(X, S))10, a } = 1 - a. We do not know
to
a
test
of
whetherthe intervalsCBSare admissible.Brownand Sackrowitzshowedthat theirtests are admissiblefor testingHo:
(26)
Ho: 1,1 -A21 2 A versus H1: 1u1-A21 <A,
0 = 00, a > 0 versuseitherHI: 0 > 0 if 00 < 0 or HI: 0 < 0
if 00> 0, but they did not proveadmissibilityfor Ho and H1 with type I errorprobabilityat IAI - A21 = A no greater
of ( 19), as wouldbe neededto establishadmissibilityof CBS
. than a/ 2. (In fact,it is truethatthe size of the test is exactly
difficulties,
But we conjecturethat the intervalsin Theorem4.2 are ad- a/2.) Butevenwiththesepossibleinterpretational
the
formulation
of
hypothesis
became
testing
bioequivalence
missiblefor g/ a. This is becausethe tests involvedare uniincreasingly
popular.
Anderson
and
Hauck
were
(1983)
one
formlymost powerfulinvariantand are admissibleby the
of
the
first
researchers
to
formulate
the
bioequivalence
probresultsof Brownand Fox (1974).
Generalizationsto higherdimensionsshould also be of lem as a hypothesistestlike(26), whererejectionof Holeads
interest.Presumably,the limacon will not appearhere,be- to the declarationof bioequivalence.Note that whatis typcausethe relevantdistributionsaremultivariatet ratherthan ically the "null hypothesis"is placedin the alternative,as
this is the researchhypothesisof interest.(See also Hauck
multivariatenormalas in Section3.
and Anderson1984, 1992 [the latteris a reviewpaper].)
Schuirmann(1987) proposedan alternativetechniquefor
5. CONNECTIONS WITHBIOEQUIVALENCE
carryingout a test of (26), called the two one-sidedtests
The intervalsdiscussedhere, particularlythe form (20), procedure.This procedureestablishesbioequivalence
ofgAl
haveseenpracticaluse in bioequivalencetesting.Thisbrings and 2, at level a, if both of the followingtwo one-sidedtest
us to the interestingconnectionbetweenbioequivalenceand of 0 =
I- A2 rejectthe null hypothesisat level a:
the limaconof Pascal.

J

(a) Ho: 0 <-1

5.1

Approaches

to Declaring Bioequivalence

Theproblemof bioequivalenceis typicallythatof deciding
if the differenceof two parameters,Al - A2, is close to zero.
Typically,theseparametersrepresentdifferenttypesof treatments or drugs(e.g., treatmentsversuscontrol,oral versus
injection,brandnameversusgeneric).The parametersmeasuredareoftenpharmacokinetic
parameters,
suchas the area
underthe blood concentration-timecurve(AUC) and the

versus

H1: 0 >

-

and
(b) Ho: 0 2 A

versus H1: 0 < A.

(27)

It is interestingto note that (27) is a caseof an intersectionunion test, as developedby Berger(1982). As the overall
hypothesisof interest,that-1 <X 0 ? 1Xis an intersectionof
the two alternativehypotheses,individualae-leveltests lead
to an overallae-leveltest for(26) . Thisapproachis currently
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recommendedby the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(1992).
Relatingto the mismatchof errorprobabilitiesmentioned
before(26), it has been observedthat there is a similarity
betweenthe a level two one-sidedtests procedureand a 1
- 2a Student'st confidenceinterval.This similarityis somewhat of a fiction,based more on an algebraiccoincidence
ratherthan a statisticalequivalence.Both tests in (27) will
rejectHo, and bioequivalencewill be concluded,if and only
if the 1 - 2a Student'st confidenceintervalis containedin
[-A, AX].This is because the middle of the limacon interval

is a 1 - 2a interval(see Fig. 3), but the limacon interval
widens awayfrom this middle region.In fact, formallyinvertingthe familyof tests (indexedby 1A)in (27) will yield
confidenceintervalslike (13) or (20), the one-dimensional
limacon.
More recentresearchon this topic has centeredon constructingconfidenceintervalsfor g2- gI, and has paid less
attentionto the testingproblemin (26). Onepossiblereason
for this is that the confidenceset approachhas the added
benefitthatthe constantA does not haveto be prespecified.
Indeed,for a given 1 - a confidenceset C(x), and any set
r, we could concludethat H1: g 1- g2 E r if C(x) C r. It
then followsthat C(x) is the smallestset of parametervalues
A2 forwhichthe datawill rejectHo(and henceconclude
bioequivalence).
Liu (1990) has produceda 1 - a symmetricconfidence
intervalthat is shorterthan that of Westlake(1976) and is
the smallestintervalsymmetricaboutzerothatcontains(20).
Otherimprovedintervalshavebeen constructedby Bofinger
(1992) and by Hsu et al. (1994). Interestingly,with the exception of Westlake'sinterval,all of these other intervals,
when used as hypothesistests,lead to Schuirmann'sa level
test,furthershowingthatthereis no mismatchof errorprobabilities.Furthergeneralizationsof this problem,including
a nonparametricapproach,were discussedby Hsu et al.
(1994).
There are other formulationsof the bioequivalencehypothesisthatleadto alternatetestsand confidenceintervals.
For example,one could specify A of (26) in terms of the
varianceo; thatis, two proceduresaredeclaredbioequivalent
if theirmeandifferenceis no morethana specifiedproportion
of theirstandarddeviation.Of course,thisformulationleads
directlyto the hypothesesspecifiedin (22), and to the noncentralt-basedintervalsof (24). Althoughthis formulation
of the bioequivalenceproblemhas been used, the optimal
procedureof (24) has not been used.
Finally,the bioequivalenceproblemcan be a multivariate
one, wherethe fulladvantageof the lima on canbe enjoyed.
To test the bioequivalenceof p differentformulations,one
might specifya set r (possiblya hyperrectangle)in which
thedifferencesmustlie. Byconstructing
a limaconconfidence
set,overallbioequivalencecanbe examined.Bioequivalence
is concluded if the limacon confidence set falls entirely
within r.
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ability of drug as a function of differentdeliverysystems;
that is, the questionof interestis whetherdifferentdelivery
systemsarebioequivalent.The particulardruginvestigated,
a 5-lipoxygenaseinhibitorthat is orally active againsthypersensitivitydiseases,is a "sparinglywater-soluble"drug.
AlthoughSheenet al. ( 1991) lookedat a numberof parameters,for illustrationhere we will concentrateon only two
questions.The drugis availablein both tablet and capsule
form, and for each formulationwe will investigatethe bioequivalenceof dosagesreceivedwith or withoutfood. Eight
healthymaleswereusedin the study,withappropriate
washout periodsbetweentreatments.Foreachformulationof the
drug(tabletor capsule)the responsedifferences(with foodwithout food) were measuredfor the responsesAUC and
Cmax.Thus for each formulation, we construct a twodimensionallimaconwith parameters
01

=

-l

=

AUC difference

T2 =

Cmaxdifference.

and
02 =

i -

The data are assumedto be bivariatenormalwith known
variance;that is, we observe0 = (01, 02), where0
N(0,
1). (We could drop the assumptionof known varianceby
replacingthe normal and chi-squaredcutoff points with t
and F cutoff points.). In general,for 0
N(0, 1), the 1
- a limacon confidence set is
j0

(0,2-10)1/2

< Za

+

0

/2},

(28)

whereZais the uppera cutoffpoint from a univariatestandard normal distribution.This set reducesto the form of
.1/2
The
(12) with the transformationX =
X=
set (28) is somewhatof an ellipticallimacon and is shown
in Figure5 for both the tabletand capsuleformulations.In
bothcasesthe limaconconfidencesetis completelycontained
withinthe usualone. This would allowthe experimenterto
conclude bioequivalenceagainstsmallervalues A, and in
this sensethe limaconprovidesa sharperinferencefor bioequivalence.Of course,we againnote thatthis reductionin
volumeis obtainedonly whenthe "exceptionalpoint"(here
(0, 0)) is well supportedby the data, and the reductionis
obtainedat the expenseof an increasein volume in other
portionsof the parameterspace.In the studyby Sheenet al.
( 1991), however,the dataarequitesupportiveof bioequivalence. In fact, the capsuledata are so supportivethat the
limaconin Figure5a is nearlyan ellipse,just as the limacon
in Figure2a is a circle.
6. CONCLUSIONS

We hope that this articlereflectssome of the surpriseand
delightthat we experiencedwhen discoveringthese many
connectionsbetween decision-theoreticmathematicalstatistics, Bayes and frequencyinference,limacons, and bioequivalence.None of theseconnectionswereconjecturedat
5.2 An Example
the beginningof this research,but as we followedthe statisWe now illustratethe use of the limaoconwith data from tical and mathematicalpath, the connections revealed
Sheen,Kim, Petillo,and Serajuddin(1991) on the bioavail- themselves.It is perhapsmost gratifyingthat what started
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a somewhatdifferentformulationof the confidencesetproblem can resultin alternateshapesof confidencesets. In particular,the case of the normal distribution,where ellipses
have ruled, has succumbedto an alternateform. It would
be interestingto see what shapesare optimalfor other distributions.
We have also seen the the decisiontheorycan spanboth
Bayes and frequencytheory, and may providea solution
that is acceptableunderboth types of inference.This dual
optimalityalsoreflectsthe powerof theGhosh-Prattidentity,
which establishesconnectionsbetweenclassicalproperties
of confidencesets,suchas uniformlymostaccurate(UMA),
with admissibilityundera certainloss structure.
Of course,there is a limitationto the formulationpresentedhere,in that a specified"exceptional"point must be
identified.In the bioequivalenceproblemthe value zero is
a clearpoint of interest,but in otherproblemssuch a point
may not be obvious.Of course,any particularvaluemay be
substitutedfor zero, and in othercasessuch valuesmay be
obvious, but a value must be chosen. (A situationthat is
reminiscentof Stein-typepoint estimation). The resulting
confidencesets are,by construction,exact 1 - a confidence
sets, but they can be uselesslylargewhen the data do not
supportthe specifiedpoint. For example,in the bioequivalence problemthe lima9onis not appropriatefor detecting
when two treatmentsare different.This limitationcan be
anticipatedfromthe decision-theoreticformulation,in that
the lima9ondeliversoptimalityat zeroby sacrificingperformancein otherregionsof the parameterspace.
modelanda "pseudoInterestingly,
by usinga hierarchical
empiricalBayes"construction,the limitationsof the previous
paragraphcan be avoided.Tseng(1994) has appliedTheorem 2.1 in this way, and has constructedexact 1 - a confidence sets for a multivariatenormal mean that are uniformly smallerthan the usual set. These new sets have a
complicatedanalyticalformbut can be shownto be convex
in manycasesandcanbe displayedgraphically.
Furtherwork
in thisdirectionmayleadto confidencesetsthatareoptimal
in a subspaceratherthan merelynear a point, reminiscent
of Stein-typeestimatorsthat shrinktowardsubsetsof the
parameterspace.
[Received August 1993. Revised August 1994.]
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as purely an exercise in decision-theoretic optimality has led
to some interesting and useful rethinking of an important
problem in applied statistics.
Part of what this article illustrates is that the decision-
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